My name is Denise Buzy-Pucheu (Correia married name) and our daughter Aeryn Correia, is a second
grader at Sandy Hook Elementary.
>>
>> Our daughter Aeryn was in Sandy Hook the morning of this brutal attack. Her teacher pulled two
children out of the hall in a hail of gun fire.
>> I knew most of the adults killed in this attack. I know a few of the parents who had children that
were either killed or ran out of rooms for their lives.
>
>> I am sick by the fact that the state of Connecticut has not taken the lead in legislation of gun control.
It is a shame that New York led in legislation in outlawing all assault weapons and magazines.
>>
>> If the reason you are dragging your feet is due to the 2,000 jobs
>> that the gun manufacturers here in CT are threatening to remove if you impose stricter gun laws,
then shame on you. I would think all of you would have a better way to get around that type of
blackmail.
>>
>> In the event we lose gun manufacturers from Connecticut, I would believe that if a call went out to
bring new companies into Connecticut or into Newtown (we could use the industry) we could retrain
>> those that currently work for gun manufacturers, and get these people new jobs. Connecticut at this
point should be setting the example for the nation on gun legislation not running from it.
>>
>> My proposal is as follows:
>>
>> A ban on all assault weapons and magazines.
>>
>> A limit by household of the number and types of guns kept in the house.
>>
>> All buyers must have background checks and that includes all gun shows etc. Nothing can be
purchased at a CT gun show.
>>
>> A ban on all internet sales.
>>
>> All guns to be purchased have to have at least a 90 day waiting
>> period with appropriate gun checks as well as mental health checks.
>> Yes I do believe that if mental health records are available, they should be able to be reviewed to
determine if someone suffers from any form of mental illness. I also believe that doctors that know of a
potential violent client should give that information to the state to safeguard that the person with
dangerous intentions not get his or her hand on the guns. They do it in Canada (where the records are
available).
>>
>> My kids are all adopted as well - and I feel the potential gun
>> owners should go through the same riggors of paperwork as adoptive
>> parents do with regard to who is in the house, who will be exposed to the guns, where are they going
to be kept, locks, mental health of others in the house. etc. Each home should be reviewed every two
years to be sure nothing has changed in the household.
>>
>> I also feel very strongly of the mental health component of this bill and that we MUST have it
included in any bill passed.

>>
>> As a state we need to be at the forefront of a solid gun law bill that does not have loop holes.
>>
>> My daughter has been forever changed by this experience. We as a family have been forever
changed. This community will never be the same. Period - something positive needs to come out of this
>> nightmare. I am pleading with all of you to put forth strong, loop hole free legislation!
>
> Thank you for your time.
>
> Respectfully,
>
> Denise Buzy-Pucheu (Married Name Correia) Parent of Aeryn Correia 2nd
> grader - Sandy Hook School Sandy Hook Connecticut
> 203 426-2598

